CAMP DRESS CODE

Camp Re-NEW-All is a Christian based camp. All clothing should be appropriate, tasteful, and reflect good moral character. For this reason, the following clothing will **NOT BE PERMITTED** at Camp Re-NEW-All:

- Any clothing that exposes bare midriffs or backside
- Any clothing that exposes cleavage or undergarments
- Muscle Shirts (those with extremely large arm openings)
- Spaghetti-strapped Tank Tops, Tube Tops, Halter Tops
- Mesh or other see-through clothing
- **Shorts or Skirts that are excessively short**- should be mid-thigh length (**no cheer/dance shorts**)
- Items that include vulgar or profane words, pictures or symbols, or promoting Tobacco, Alcohol or Drugs
- Two-piece Bathing Suits (Tankinis that do not show midriff are permitted)
- Sandals or Flip-Flops (can be used in shower, but river shoes need to have ankle attachment)
- Crocs or Five-Fingers (For Use in River Only)

**Any rules are subject to change according to Camp Director. Campers/Staff in violation of dress code will be asked to change. **